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B THEIR WORKS SHALE YE KNOW THEM can serve well as a teXt

for this discourse. The oldest tangible works, that is to say the

most ancient purposively shaped objects yet found, come from
geological layers in East Africa that can be dated as being between 2

and 3 million years old.
These ancient artifacts excite our imagination so that questions

rise up in our minds like bubbies in champagne — what were
these early tools? What purposes did they serve in the lives of their
makers? What kind ofbeings formed them? What kind of lives did

they live? What changes separate us from them?... The questions
come quickly and easily but the answers are harder to obtain. In as

far as they can be reached, it will, for the most part be through the
patient pursuit of archaeology. In this commemorative lecture 1

will try to characterize aspects of the current state of knowledge
and to indicate prospects for its gtowth.

Stone tools are a central ingredient ofthe evidence and in order

to make my task manageable in the confines ofa one hour discourse,
T will organize discussion round them. However, it should be dear
that stone tools are not the ultirnate subject ofthe essay — our truc

target subject is the way of life, the behavior, and the mentality of

the earliest stone tool makers.’
In this lectute we are about to use archaeological enquiry as a vessel
to transport us across a vast divide of time and change. Before cm
barking perhaps one should think a linIe about the nature of the

enterprise. The two similies that follow will perhaps alert us to

some important cautionary considerations.
Doing the archaeology ofextrernely remote periods can fairly be

likened to a voyage of discovery. When ve find 2 million year old

earth layers with archaeological remains in them, we have rraversed

an ocean of time and arrived at the equivalent of a new world
(figure i). Our finds cxciie wonder and curiosity, but in the first

instance xve, like Columbus, are apt to interpret them in terms of

our pteconceptions. We may think we are in the Indies, when in

realïty we are at the edges ofan urikriown continent.
To shift to a different image ofwhat is involved, let us imagifle
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looking down a deep well shaft. Beyond the dimly lighted upper
rim, is darkness extending away from the watehet... but in these
depths is the gleam of light on water. 1f the well is not too deep, by
straining our eyes we perhaps see a figure — a figure set in an
unfamiliar context, but yer a familiar figure. Familiar, because it is
our own reflection.

Archaeological enquiry into the very remote past, has recently
experienced comparable moments of truth. Awareness is dawning
that in part we have been using archaeology and the early evidence
as a mirror by which to obrain more or less familiar irnages of
ourselves.

In the first insrance the realixarion that we might, as ir were, be
on a different continent and the awareness that we were subcon
sciously seeking to find distanr bur deflnire reflccrions ofourselves
in the remote past, came as something ofa shock, and we rended
to resist the change.2 Now many of the scienrisrs involved are
bcginning to recognize that once we have faced up to the chal
lenge, our enquity becomes an even more exciring voyage ofdiscov
ery. Can our scientiflc imagination rise to the occasion? Can we
conceive of parrerns of behavior and adaptation that could icad to
the formation of familiar looking patterns of archaeological evi-
dcnce and ycr which wcre behaviors unfamiliar to us in that they
were structured differently from recent and conrcmporary human
ones? Can we then flgure our prcdictable differences in the archaeol_
ogical evidence that will disringuish the various possible beha
vioral models?

To meet this challenge archaeologists will have to function
rarher in the manner of asrronomical cosmologisrs who use phy
sics and mathcmatics to imagine extraordinary phcnomena such
as ‘black holes’ and then predict the observablc characrerisrics rhey
would display ifrhey cxisted. Our equivalenr input will presum
ably have to be a knowledge of ecology and an understanding of
alternative srraregies for exploiring the economy of nature with
and wirhour technology, and with and without intricare informa
tion exchange (ie. languagej.
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Full recognition of the existence and excitement ofthis challen—
ge is not yet widespread and there has as yet been insufficienr time
for more than a few tentative first responses to the stimulus, with
most of them being negative. However, 1 urge you to think about
the material to be discussed in this context.

Swiftly, here is some hisrorical background — well back in the
last century, early stone tools began to be discovered in Africa: with
the finds coming from both extremiries of the continent, for
instance in Egypt, the Maghreb and South Africa. At first these
amounted to lirrle more than srtay finds, but in the nifleteefl
twenties and thirties, early stone age archaeology became a syste—
matic endeavor through the activities of such great pioneers as
C. Van Riet Lowe, A.J.H. Goodwin, L. De Morgan, K. Sanford,
W. Arkell, R. de Neuville, A. Rhulman, J. Colette, J. Janmart,
E.J. Wayland, Louis Leakey and a lirtie later, J. Desmond Clark,

J. de Heinzelin, G. Mortelmans and P. Biberson.
It came to be recognized that Africa shared with Arlantic Europe,

large numbers ofearly assemblages dominated by the large bifacial
tool fotms commonly known as ‘Acheulian’ handaxes. However it

also appeared to these pioneers that there was evidence of pro—
longed technological development prior to the Acheulian — a phase
in which pebbles were sharpened by the removal of a few flakes.
This phase came to be known by various labels, ‘Pebbie culture’,
‘pre-Chellean’, and ‘Kafuan’ for instance.3 Literally tons of’pebble
tools’ were collected from all over the continent, but rhere were
serious limitations as to what could be learned from these collec
tions. This was so flrstly because almost all of them came from
gravel deposits where they had no archaeological context. Second
ly, in some cases it was not possible to teli riatural from artificial
fractures. And rhird}y, vhile ir was often dear that the fracrured
stones were old, it was usually impossible to know jusr how old
they were.

The first major prospect of a more archaeologically satisfactory
situarion yielding very early artifacts dame when Hans Reck show
ed the Olduvai Gorge sedimentary formations to Louis Leakey, and
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Louis Leakey promptly won a bet by finding stone tools in them
(Leakey et al 1931, S. Cole 1975). The lowesr layers yielded assernbla_
ges with ‘choppers’ and without ‘bifaces’. These tools were str2ti-
fied beneath Acheulian-tool containing layers. The term ‘Oldo
wan’ was given to these oldest assemblages. This term has since
come to be widely used for the very early pre-Acheulian stage of
prehistory.

Somewhat comparable, promising contexrs for early rools were
also found in Northwesr Africa, but so far it has not ptoved
possible to follow these up by excavarion. Most of the specin-lens
have been recovered durmg commercial quarrying operations and
the area cannot as yet serve in the same way as East Africa as a
standard ofreference for monitoring the evolution ofbehavior.

Work began ar Olduvai on a small scale in the 1930’s and then
after a distuption by the second World War, again in the 1950’s. In
1959 the real break-through occurred. Mary Leakey found the skull
of a robust Australopithecine — ‘Zittjwithropits’. A large excavation
was made into the layer that had yielded the skull, and the excava

tion uncovered a dense patch containing thousands ofartifacts and
tens of thousands ofbones and borte fragments. As if this dramatic
development were not enough — just at this moment the po ras
sium-argon method reached the point of refinement where
relatively young rocks could be dated. Measurements were made
on the Iayers encasing the Zinjanthropus skull and artifact concen
rration with astonishing resulrs — the layer was almost z million
years old! (Leakey, Evernden and Cutris, 1961).

The scientific situation 1 am reporting in this lecture has its
point oforigin in those momenrous discoveries by Mary and Louis
Leakey and their geochronological co-workers Garniss Curtis and
ack Evernden. Inspited by this success a search began and over the

riexi decade very early sites were found all along the center of the
Gregory Rift ValIey in Tanzania, Kenya, Ethiopia and also at ‘Ubei
diya in the Jordan ValIey, which is where the youngest exten
sion of the Rift cuts into Western Asia. The following are some of
the important sedimentary formarions vhich have been found to
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yield artifacts that are older than a million years. From south to
north: Natron, Chesowanja, Koobi Fora, Omo, Melka Kuntour,
Gadeb, Hadar and ‘Ubeidiya.4 See map and time chart in figures 2

and 3.

Let me briefly indicate the empirical characteristics of the dra—
matje spate of discoveties that began with the Olduvai finds. This
can most conveniendy be done by means of a series of figures and
diagrams.

Figure 4 shows the geological circumstances of the Eastern Rift
ValIey which cause it to be the major source of significant eviden
ces. There is another hidden reason, namely the fact that the Rift
Valley formed within the distinctive biological zone which sup
ported evolving hominid populations — that is the African Savanna.

Figure 5 shows that when tectonic uplift has exposed appro
priate sedimentary formations to erosion, concentrations of arti—
facts can be searched for, found and excavated. From what is
observed along the outcrop as search proceeds and from what has
been found in excavations, archaeologists can infer the broad
characteristics of the distribution of discarded artifacts across seg
ments of the ancient landscape. The pattern so far discerned (espe—
cially at Olduvai and Koobi Fora), is represented in figure 6.

The major findings of the first round ofempirical enquiry up to
1975 or so can be listed as follows:
By z to 2.5 million years ago

t. Stones were being broken up and flaked to produce sharp
edged pieces.

2. The early stone artifacts occur as a widespread sccitter of iso—
lated items, but they also occur in sitialt ctustcrs ofa few dozen items
(‘mini sites’J and in dcnsc collcelitrated patches with hundreds or thou—
sands of items (‘maxi sites’).

3. Sometimes, but not always, substantial quantities of com
plete bones and bone fragments occur as a part of the mini site and
maxi site clusters of artifacrs.

4. Prior to about i. million years ago the artifact assemblages
lack the large, purposively designed-looking fotms that are charac
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teristic ofAcheulian industries. The early artifact assemblag5 are
usually classified as examples of the Oldowan Industrial

which really represenrs a stage-of-development concept. Figure
illustrates one such assemblage.

1 am concerned in this lecture primatily with the contributjon
of archaeology to our understanding of sequences of change in
human evolution, but there are ofcourse other significant ‘mes of
evidence, notably the fossil remains ofevolving hominids. Figure 8
represents in very simplified form the major pattern of change
infetred from the fossils. The empirical situation that ernerges
from the fossits can be summarized as follows:

1. Bipedal stance cuid jcut is evident in fossils representir-tg the
oldest known members of the family homïnidae. These are the
Laeroli and the Hadar fossils at 3.o to 3.75 mya, with bipedaljsi-n
evident both from the fossils and from the Laetoli foot print trail.

z. The fossils from between 4.0 and about z.o mya are all varia
rions on a single theme — they are all ofsmall to moderate Sie and
all have small brons (by modern human standatds) and laige tecrh (by
any standard). This is the Australopitliecus stage, with two
known, A. afarensis in East Africa and A. afrtcanus in South Africa

3. At about z mya there are several signs ofchange. Sedimentary
layers of about this age and younget in many places contaj re
mains of two hominid species. One of the species is larger in body
size than earlier forms, has cheek teeth that are absolute[y and
relatively enlarged and retains a relatively small bram (these are the
robust australopithecines A. robustus in South Africa and A. boisej in
East Africa).

Specimens of the other specles, when sufficienrly complete
ofren show bram mies that are significantly enlarged, absolurely
and relatively (6oo-8oo cc) and show rnolars that are somevhat
reduced relative to earlier fossils. Body size is variable but not
extremelya small or large. These are the fossils classified as the
oldest known members ofrhe genus Homo (H. habtlis).

4. From z million years to around o.i to o.z mya one series of
fossil hominid forms shows a trend of change involving bram
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increase and tooth reduction. Whether the ttend of change is
gradualisric or stepwise is srill the subjecr ofdebate. Fossils in the
middie sectot of the time tange tend to be classifled as Homo crertus.

Those towatd the recent end where bram size approximates mo
dern tend to be classified as atchaic H. snprcru.

The robust australopithecines apparenrly became extinct
atound o millionyears ago.

What is ofinterest to us in this consideration ofthe archaeologi—
cal evidence is the fact that the oldest known evidence of tool
making appears at very much the same time as the evidence for the
initiation of the two major trends of anatomical change. Coinci
dence is not sufficient to indicate causal connection but it does
invite enquiry.

The idea that tool making and using may have been crirically
involved in the evolutionary diffetentiation of human ancestors is
not a new one. Charles Darwin in his Dcscent of Man wrote: ‘The
small strength and speed ofman, his want of narural weapons, are
more than counrerbalanced... by his intellectual powers, rhtough
which he has formed himself weapons, rools ere.’ Many other
authors have developed the same theme since: eg. Keith, Boule,
Von Koenigswald, Oakley, Tobias, Craham Clark, ro name bur a
few.

What is new is that we now know from the srratified record that
stone tools and enlarged brains appeared at much the same time
around z million years ago. Secondly, from that knowledge several
much more fundamenral questions arise. For insrance, rools could
only have an important influence on rrends of genetic changes if
rhey had a significanr effect on survival and reproductive success.
To us as modern humans ir may seem axiomaric that rools equal
success, bur clearly this cannot be truc in any simple or universal
way, or many other specics of monkcys and apes would be large
scale tool users. There must have been some special circumstances
surrounding the lives ofearly ancestral forms ar some stage which
gave rool-using individuals crucial advanrages. So we surcly want
to try to find our about the function and adaprive significancc of
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early tools. The remainder of this review is largely de’.oted to
discussing the start which archaeology has made on this flquiry
There are many other important issues in the archaeology of early
man, bur in this lecture 1 shali restrict myseiflargely to advances in
the understanding ofstone tools as a novel subsystem in the tives
of hominids that existed 1.5 to 2.5 milhon years ago.

THE ADAPTIVE SIGNIFICANCE OF EARLY TOOLS

The following portion of the essay is best presented as a series of
questions to which at least parrial answers can be offered as result
of research which has been done over the last decade.

1. A preliminary question — Given ci small braitied, bipedal savaio i
noid, in wInst aspecrs of its lfr con we enviscte simple tools providin evo 1 utoiicuy
advanta8es (ie. added fitness)?

In moving toward answering this we need not use the archaeolo_
gical record, but considerations of the comparative ecology feed
ing strategles and behaviours of a broad spectrum of prinsates
plus that of relarively large ‘omnivores’ such as pigs and bears
(Hatley and Kappelman 1980) to say nothing of carnlvores The
activities ofrecent humans area major source ofideas, but ifwe are
not simply to see the past as a pale version ofthe present they must
be used with caution. It is necessary for archaeologists to go out

into savanna environments and look for opporrumties (and prob
lems) in which use ofsimple equiplnenr should make a signjfi
difference. Table 1 (see p. 45) offers some initial suggestions arranged
in various permutations so as to stimulate thoughr. The entries on
this table have the status only ofhypotheses for testing. The table is
not intended to solve the problem of ascerraining what early tools
were used fot by listing what they could have been used for.

2. Wlien did art(fiicts lsein to be made?
As we have seen, the first well documenred, excavated series of

very early artifacts to be dated by modern geo-chronometric tech
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niques were those from Olduvai Gorge Bed T. The Zuqanthropus site

was dated at 1.75 my. Since then this age determination, astound
ing as it was when it was first made, has been amply confirmed
by many more K/Ar dates and the application oforher techniques.
We now know that Bed 1 at Olduvai belongs in the Olduvai Normal
Event of the geomagnetic polarity time scale. This Event, which
has been dated by hundreds of measuremenrs made all over the

world, has an age ofbetween 1.7 and 1.9 million years.
The age ofthe KBS Tuffand the associated artifacts at Koobi Fora

was the subject ofa long and at tnnes strongly contested controver
sy, bur this has now been settled in favor of the younger age, first

advocated by paleontologists. The KBS Tuffhas sinceyielded a very
consistent series of dates which from each of two different labora
tories give mean values that are very close: i.88 -1- .OZ (McDougall
1981) and i.8 + 0.1 (Drake, Curtis er al 1981). Paleomagrteric determi—
nations show that these early artifacts date from Olduvai Event

times.
It has become dear that the Olduvai Bed 1 artifacrs and the Koobi

Fora KBS arrifacts are indistinguishable from each other in age,

and are just a littie younger than z million years.
As figure 3 shows rhere is one fully confirmed and documented

case of artifacts that are a littie older than 2 million. These are the
series discovered by H.V. Metrick and co-workers (1973) and by

J. Chavaillon (Coppens ci al 1973) 10 Member F of the Shungura
Formation in the Omo Valley. These, as far as T am concerned, are
the oldest definitely known and well dated artifacts.

In addition there are two or rhree instances ofartifacts that may
prove to be stil! older. These are from the Shungura Member E

(z.o-z.i8 my) and perhaps Shungura Member C (? my) (See
Chavaillon and Boisaubert 1977, De Heinzelin in press). Another
very Important possible instance is that discovered by Hdlène
Roche near Hadar (2.7 my) (see Roche and Tiercelin 1977; Roche
1980; Harris in Lewin 1981). Artifacts recently discovered in the very
basal layers of Swartkrans in South Africa (Bram 1981) may also be
very early. However, in my opmion none of these instances that
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purport to be significantly older than 2 my can as yet be regarded
as definite and confirmed.

3. Whcirforms do the eerliest known handtcrqfrs ruke? Whcir sort of menrciliry
do they bespeak?

Figure 7 shows that any given assemblage is apt to involve a very
varied atray ofshapes. Equal[y it has been round that assembiages
differ one from another. Does this mean that the artifacts represent

complex system with many distinct designs? Do the assemblage
diffetences indicate either systematic activity differences or cultu
rai differerices? Answers to this kind ofquestion have varied accord
ing to the intuition of individual archaeologists and we have all
struggied with the problem for someyears.

In writing the monograph which is in preparation on the mate
rial from Koobi Fora 1 and my co-worker John W.K. Hartis have
tried the following approach. Essentially we have sought to use the
well known scientific method of residuals. We put the range of
forins found through a step-wise analytical process in which we
seek to account for variation in form by refererice to a series of
factors which can be ranked in the complexity of method and
cultural complexity implied. One starts with the simplest:

Step i. How much of the range of forrns within an assemblage
can be accounted for merely by the application of least-effort
flaking procedures to the most readily available forrns ofstone?

Step 2. Would any form that is not accounted for in step i be
accounted for ifthe maker were econornizing on stone, for instance,
so as to save having to make a trip to fetch more stone?

Step 3. 1f there is a residue of forms unaccounted for by steps i

and z could these represent modification to suit items for particu
iar tasks such as scraping, boring etc. (Note many of the forms
accounted for under i and z are also suirable for such tasks but by
the rules of this procedure they are not so designated ifthey can
just as well be explairied by a simpler level ofcausation).

Step 4. Finally, if significanr forms and features remain unac
counted for, one is free to ask, are these ‘stylistic’ features? Could
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they be expressions of arbitrary differences in local or regional
‘culture’?

The application of this type of logic is in its early stages, but it

does seem to be helping us towards an orderly way ofassessing the
level ofmental and cultural complexity that the early assembiages
represent.

It appears that the great majority of forms are accounted for by
steps i and z, and only a very few forms seem clearly to eau for a step

3 explanation. Before 1.5 million years ago there is almost no sign of
arbitrary imposed designs that do not have least-effort strategy
bases. One can argue that such forms come in with the Acheulian
artifact patterns at about 1.5 rnya.

Put another way, T am suggesting that in spite ofthe diversity of
forms, the early assemblages were fundamentally simple. They
display a good empirical knowledge of conchoidal fracture. This
immediately yields two major classes of manufactured objects.
There is (iJ the lump ofstone from which flakes have been struck,
and (z) the flakes themselves. The first class can be regarded as
cores’. However in the early time ranges the lumps with flakes
removed have been regarded as the principal rook with designa
tions such as chopper, discoid, scraper or polyhedron being added.
The flakes, unless retouched, have conventionally been regarded as
‘vaste’ or ‘debcaje’.

1 now prefer to regard the whole series as representing a single
systern which generated a range ofpotentially useful forms, some
relatively massive and with stout jagged edges, the other relarively
light and thin with sharp, knife-like edges and pointed ang[es. To
avoid prejudging purpose and function, we now propose to cali
what were designated as trimmed and retouched tools (and cores)
as Flaked Pieces (FPsJ and what were designated as ‘debitage’ we
propose to eau Derciched Pieces (DPs). A relatively small number of
items in the early (Oldowan) asseniblages involve purposive modi—
fication of the edges of small detached pieces, these necessarily
calling for a step 3 explanation. These are so-called light dury or
flake scrapers. Observed frequencies of this step being taken are
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low compared with most subsequent stone industries. Set Out

below is a list ofsite labels with the number of retouched ‘flake’
forms shown as a fraction of the total, followed by the calculated
proportion that these represent.

Oldtn’ai Koobi Fora Onw Shunqura

Site Nuinber P Sire Number P Site Number P

DK 23/1 198 .02 FxJjl 1/131 .01 Site 123 0/167

Zin3 22/2397 .01 FxJ33 0/121 — Site
“ 0/30

FLKN6 0/123 — FxJjio 4/320 .01 FtJiI 0/130 —

FLKN5 0/151 — FxJjso 4/1405 .003 FtJi2 0/95 —

FLKN4 1/76 .01 FxJj2oM 8/2497 .003

FLKN3 0/171 — FxJj2oE 4/1205 .003

FLKNi-z 12/1205 .01 FxJj2oAB 3/3462 .002

HWKi 2/181 .01 FxJji8GL 25/1556 .02

HWKz 4/302 .01 FxJJ18GU 7/216 .03

HWK3 39/1280 .03 FxJJ18NS 16/993 .02

HWK4 19/601 .03 FxJji8IH 21/3267 .01

[The Olduvai values are based on Mary Leakey (1971), the Koobi Fora values on

Harris (1978) and on my own data, and the Omo on Chavaillon (1973) and Mcrrick

et al (1973)].

Hitherto in reports on early stone artifact assemblages by myself
and others, large, relatively massive jlaked pleces, such as so—called
‘choppers’, discoids ere., have been given the technical disrinction
of being called ‘tools’. However, it is our impression that in ar
least some instances, the production of flakes was a major consider
ation. In some cases particular flaking ‘habits’ seem to have devel
oped and these could produce a regular, repeated series of flaked
piece forms (‘cores’). The ‘Karari scrapers’ reported by my partner
in the Koobi Fora work j.W.K. Harris (1978) seem to be one such
series (figure9).

In summary rhen T am arguing that the very early stone-rool
making hominids wete operating a tool making system that was
coriceptual(y very simple but which was nonetheless highly effective.
For the most part they took such stones as were to hand and flaked
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them so as to produce sharp edges with a minimum of bother At

the Omo, pigeon egg size quartz pebbies were mainly available.

These were simply smashed, so as to produce sharp flakes and

fragments. The assemblages are not aesthetically pleasing, but

doubtless they were useftul. At Koobi Fora, soniewhat larger well

rounded basalt pebbies and cobbles were what were most readily

available, and these were flaked with the production ofsomewhat

more organized looking but basically simple core and flake forrns.

At Olduvai a varied range ofangular quartz slabs and blocks and

rather irregular lava cobbles were the dominant starting forms.5

The result is something like a combination ofKoobi Fora and Omo

characteristics but wirh an even wider range ofresultant sizes and

forn-us, At Olduvai there is a third major series — pounded pieces

(PP): that is to say pieces which have been modifled by battering

and pounding... for example ‘spheroids’ (‘bolas’) and ‘anvi’s’.

These kinds ofartifacts are much Iess in evidence ar Koobi Fora and

the Omo.
Objections can be made to all this— most notably ir would be fair

to ask — how does one know how much of an assemblage is

accounted for by simple least-effort flaking procedures? This

brings me to a major component in the archeology of early man,

narnely experimenral stone working. Q,yite extraordinary contri

butions are being made by two remarkable young scientists who

are pursuing this line of research. Nicholas Toth is working as a

member of the Koobi Fora team and Peter Jones is working with

Mary Leakey’s Olduvai research group. Because he is a rescatch

colleague and because 1 know the resuits better T will use Toth’s

work to illustrate the impact that these studies are having on our

understanding.
Nicholas Toth began his study by learning to copy the early

srone artifact forms using the same kinds of raw materials as had

the hominids in ancient times (Toth in Bunn ei al u98o, Toth 1982).

Next he compared both cores (FPsJ and the detached pieces (flakes

and fragments) with the assemblages that our team was digging

up. It soon became apparent to him that the ancient assembiages
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wete incomplete in vety intetesting ways. It emerged that cotes go
through a life cycle and produce different kinds of flakes at diffe
tent stages of theit life history (figute 10). Toth began to peteeive
that the aneient assembiages only made sense if one teeognized
that the eotes wete moving about with diffetent seetots of their
yield being diseatded at diffetent plaees. Not only were the eotes
moving, but eettain classes of flakes wete also being ptefetentially
taken away.

Toth has taught us that we need to think of the eatly tool
making as a dynamic flow system with diffetent kinds of fallout
occurting at diffetent nodes within the system. T, fot one, find this
a much more interesting way ofthinking about early artifacts than
the static set ofcategoties that 1 had always used befote.

Another major new addition to out way of conducting enqui
ties, has been the seatch among the excavation finds fot pieces that
can be fitted back togethet. ‘Conjoining’ or ‘refitting’ scrvcs to
cmphasize the dynamics of how the tecotd formed (figurc ii). 1

might also point out that there is a cettain poignancy to finding
joins between pieces that were knocked apatt by some ptoto

human ancestor some 1.5 million yeats ago. One has the sensation
ofcontact actoss the abyss oftime. Conjoining work has been done
with patticular energy fot out reseatch gtoup by Ellen KrolI, Kathy
Schick and Nicholas Toth. Henry Bunn bas shown that it can be
successfully done for bones as well (Bunn ct al 1980; Bunn 1982).

(Note — comparable fresh pcrccptions have been achieved in
Europe for instance by Cahen, Keeley and Van Noten (1979), and by
Newcomer (1971) and others. These surely helped to inspire the
work ofour group).

4. Wllat roEr did eariy stoae tools play in tEle lives ojtliose who made tlwnt?
Ir is an embarrassing fact that until very recenrly, although we

had tens of thousands of specimens of early arrifacrs, we did not
know the uses to which they were put. We could and did speculate,
but we had no direct evidence. However the past few yeats have
brought the excitement ofdefinire information.
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Recognizing the possibilities that opened up as a consequence of
the pioneering work of Laurence Keeley (1977, 1980] Nicholas Toth
took sorne 56 artifacts of siliceous tocks and submitted them to
Keeley for scrutiny. It ernerged that sorne 10 or 12 showed the subtle
microscopically visible polishes that are due to use. In a number of
cases the substance against which the flake edge had moved could
be identified. The tesults reported in Keeley and Toth (1981) were
as follows:

Polishes of the kind induced by cutting meat: 4 specimens
Polishes of the kind induced by cutting wood: 3 specimens
Polishes of the kind induced by cutring plant sterns: 2 specimens

Their historie paper lifts us in one bold step frorn total uncer—
tainty to a lirtle bit of knowledge. We can begin, cautiously to
investigate early tools not sirnply as items of technology but as
agents of adaptation. It is interesring that in this first glimpse, at
least three differenr kinds of use seern to be docurnented, namely
food acquisition (mear), rools being used to rnake tools (wood
whittling) and the enigmatic cutting of plant tissues. Could this
last represent food getting? — cutring bedding? — or slicing fleshy
bark or sorne other long forgotten activity?

The other new line ofevidence has been termed by rny colleague
Diane Gifford as ‘smoking gun’ evidence. After careful searching,
two young scientists, Henry Bunn (1981) and Richard Porrs (1982;

Porrs and Shipman 1981) have found fairly numerous matks inflict—
ed by stone rools on fresh bones which subsequenrly were fossil—
ized. The marks occur on various body parts of many different
kinds ofanimals ranging in size from small gazelles up to hippo—
potami and elephants. Some marks were clearly formed in the
course ofdisrnembering carcasses, that is curting lirnbs free of the
trunk, cutting one part of a limb free from another, taking a jaw
apart from a skull, etc. Other marks seem to imply cutting skin
away from the non—meat bearing distal exrremiries of limbs. Stil1
other cut marks imply the removal of meat from the shafrs of
bones.
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That stone tools served to give early hominids access to meat
from large carcasses has been a long-standing speculation. Now we
actually know that this was indeed one novel adaptation connected
with the invention ofsharp edged tools.

Anothet line of research which bears on our understanding of
the adaptive significance of early tools is the feasability testing of
replicas of the various forms. Again this kind of study is being
pursued by Nicholas Toth (1982) and Peter Jones (1979, 1980, 1981).

The studies ate in their early stages but they already show that
simple though the early artifact production systems were, the
forms produced make possible the execution ofmost of the basic
tasks listed in Tables.

In particular it emerges that plain, unretouched flakes are excel
lent tools for cutting into a carcass and dismembering it. Both
Toth and Jones have shown that even an elephant catcass can be
effectively tackled with such simple equiprnent. However Toth
also reports that in cutting up a large animal the hand gets cramps
ifa small flake is used and he prefers to use an Acheulian style
biface once the initial slit in the hide has been made. Flakes also
serve well for whittling wood for instance in order to sharpen a
stick as a digging-stick or a spear.

Toth has also been able to tank the stone tools for the ease with
which they perform basic tasks and conversely to designate for
each basic task which tools serve best. For many tasks plain flakes
such as abound in the early assemblages top the ranking or are
very effective. Severing a btanch however is better performed by a
heavier tool such as a ‘chopper’ or ‘core scraper’ (or ifAcheulian
forms are included in the rankings, a cleaver).

In surnmary then, the information now coming iii is consistent
with the view that the simple early stone tools did give their users
adaptive advantages in getting food. We know that they were
cutting into large carcasses and we know that they were shaping
wood. Ifthey were forming digging sticks this would in turn have
given them access to deeply buried tubers not available to other
primates. Other potential foodstuffs to which tools would help
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gain access would be cracking open tortoises, hacking grubs and

honey out of logs and so forth. Several of the classes of food to

which tools might have given preferential access, contain concen
trated high quality nutrients, eg. meat, tubers, nuts and honey.

Hence the adaptive importance of the invention of sharp edges

could well have been considerable.
None of the early stone tools is especially suited to be a weapon

and 1 would suspect that in as far as these were used in early

Pleistocene times the main weapons would have been the thrown
stone (A.B. Isaac ms) plus simple clubs, staves, lances and thorn

branches. Making neat examples of these would be facilitated by

the use ofstone tools but all of these means ofenhancing fitness
are essentially possible without the use of sharp edged tools. (See

also the work ofA. Kortiand 1980, and other references cited in the

bibliography).
One other class of equipment deserves to be mentioned. Gat

rying devices such as trays, bowis, bas kets and pouches eventually
became a fundamental part of human adaptation (R. Lee 1979:

Appendix E). We do not know when these began to be used.
BowI-like and tray-like objects can be picked up as naturally occur
ring objects in the savanna (Isaac and Toth, personal observation)
but cutting tools could have made it possible to make these when
they were otherwise unavailable.

1f meat scavenged from large dead carcasses was becoming an

important potential food for some hominids in the late Pliocene 2

to 3 million years ago, it is conceivable that a strong need for

cutting tools arose. An ‘invention’ does not usually catch on unless
it fihis a need. The tools would have been needed both to get in

through the hide, and pethaps equally Important to remove por

tions of the carcass so they could be quickly taken for slow con
sumption in a place ofsafety. Many fierce carnivores compete for

access to carcasses and it would have been dangerous for hominids
to have lingered in the vicinity of the dead animal. Tools would
have enabled the horninids to make a quick foray, get hunks of

meat and leave (figure 12).
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In connection with the adaptive significance of early tools, it is
interesting to look at the characteristics of diet in recent humans,
that is to say to look at the end product of the evolutionary process.
Diets recorded in ethnographies are immensely varied — but they
do have some tendencies in common that set them apart from
non—human primare diets. They tend to be two pronged, on the one
hand they include far more meat than do other primate feeding
regimes and they focus on starch—rich plant parts (eg, tubers or
gram). These are high qualiry foods with concentrated nutrienrs,
and rhey are only accessible on a large scale to a primate wirh the
assisrance of rools. Being concentrated they are also portabic. Now
most large bodied animals can ‘opt’ for and do opt for bulky diets
of low quality. Humans are relarively large bodied primates and
making an evolurionary shifr counter to the usual trends must
imply a change in nutritional srrategy and/or advanrages in
aspecrs oflife other than feeding. Differential reproducrive success
is one possibiliry and inrerspecific competition also.

At the same time that at least one hominid form 2 mya was
getting involved with tools anorher became larger in body size and
evolved even bigger teerh than it had before. Competirion with
these robust forms for common but lower quality foods may have
pushed the ancesror of the genus Homo in rhe direction ofseeking
rarer, high quality foods that requited tool use for access (S. Am—
brose, in prepararion).

Foods of this kind are widely dispersed. They cali for a wide
ranging way of life and may also be more effectively acquired if
information is shared within a social network. This brings us to
the next quesrion.

5. what arc the soctat and culmrat unphcations ofeary srone roots?

This is an important, fascinating ropic, but yet one on which it

is difficulr to cum speculation into testable, falsifiable hyporheses
— so 1 will be brief

Clearly even relatively simple rool making would have involved
concepts and skills which would have to be learned duting the
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process ofgtowing up. This would be facilitated by a prolongation
of infancy and juvenile dependance. As Parket and Gibson (t979j
have pointed out this almost cettainly involved lengthened and
intensified mothet-infant bonding. Relative to othet primates,
ehimpanzees show this kind of modification to the life cycle,
humans even mote so. It seems a safe speculation that shifts in this
ditection would have hegun ot have heen intensified as tools
became vatied and impottant. Alan Mann (1975) has argued that
the growth seties of austtalopithecines in South Aftiea alteady
show modifications in the diteetion of human-Like prolonged
slow and delayed maturity.

Latget brains are costly in tetms ofnuttitional tequiternents for
gtowth and maintenance, they also call fot the bitth ofmore than
usually helpless young. At some stage or other in human evolution
these faetots may well have led natutal seleetion to favot indivi—
duals who pattieipated in social systems which ptovided child—
bearing females with some help in food acquisition and with
prorecrion. Such a social mattix would also facilitate the transmis—
sion of varied skills from genetation to genetation. 1f the social
system which hegan to develop was ftom the start some kind of
centtal place fotaging system, then communicating information
about past encounters, future attangements and the spatially
remote, would have become more advantageous than it is in the
lives of any living non-human ptimate. Natural selection could
üc,gin to favot the evolution of the mental abilities that make
language possihle.

The stone attifacrs occut hoth as a scattet actoss the ancient
landseape and in dense patehes as so called sites. Clearly thete wete
some places whete making. using and discatding stone tools was
pteferenrially concentrated. Whethet this was thtough tepeated
activity bouts of solitary individuals or thtough usage by larget
social groups is hatdet to tell. T am inchned to the view that these
places tvere soeial foci, and that the accumulation of bones as well
as stone artifisets at these places indicates that food was tepeatedly
catried in for consumption. In fact when these sites vete first
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excavated it seemed intuitively obvious to us as modern humans
that they wete fossil camp-places, home—bases — or as 1 now prefer
to designate the concept ‘Centrctl Place Fora13rn3 Loci’. But hete we
come to a place where it is dear that we may be teconstructing our
ancestors in out own image. Ascertaining how these early dense
concentrations ofartifacts plus bones formed, is perhaps the major
challenge facing the archaeology ofearly man. It is a subject dear to
my heart (Isaac 1969, 1978, 1981, in press) and since it would take a
whole separate lecture or two 1 will not pursue it further here. (See
also Binford 1981).

It is sometimes argued that tool—making traditions such as we
Eind in the early stone age could only have been transmitted with
the aid of language. T do not agree with this. One learns to make
stone tools primarily by alternating watching with personal trial
and error. The cognitive ability to conceive an elaborate design and
execute it may or may not have been linked in evolution to the
development of language abilities, but tool making per se does not
cali for this kind of communicarion. An orangutan has been
taught to make simple stone tools (Wright 1972).

The application of the method-of-residuals-logic to interpret—
ing early srone tools, makes it seem dear that evidence for da
borate culture is ar a minimum. The tools are opportunistic rather
than made to a set socially prescribed pattern. To be sure the tools
do indicate socially learned behavior which constituted a simple
level ofculrure, but there is little sign ofarbitrary fixed designs, or
ofset rules or ofstyle. These phenomena appear in the archaeologi
cal record only much later.

1fl were to hazard a guess about the mentality of the earliest tool
making hominids it would be that it was definitely non-human,
even though these creatures of z million years ago had begun to be
involved in some behaviors which are now characteristic of
humans alone among the primates.

What is important about the archaeological evidence for rool
making, for meat eating and perhaps for central place foraging is
not that these traits made the early enactors human, but that the
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traits helped to establish a situation in which individuals were
exposed to natural selection patterns which transformed their
descendants, over 2 million years into humanity as we know it.

In this discourse T have chosen to focus attention primarily on the
rnost basic component of the early archaeological evidence — the
oldest surviving works of ancestral proto—human hands and
minds. The study of these objects is but one part ofa much more
daring and imaginative endeavor, namely the search for informa
tion about the true nature of an original, distinctive but now
vanished cultural systern. The makers of the earliest stone tools
began to drop litter and to form an archaeological record, but
because they became litterbugs they did not necessarily become
fully human! 1f we eventually succeed in knowing a littie about
their vanished way of life, our glimpses will have some of the
drama ofexplorers visions ofa new continent.
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NOTES

t Modern archaeological research is almost invariably accom—
plished by cooperating teams of people each of whom tackies a
different portion. The material that 1 present to you in this
lecture depends extensively on information and insight gained
while working as part of the Koobi Fora archaeology research
team. It was my good fortune to be invited in 1970 by Richard
Leakey to coordinate that team, and 1 have done so ever since. 1

have cited sources from within the team whenever feasible —

brit there is also a generalized debt to the group that 1 wish to
acknowledge hete. My wife is very much a part of this group
and man)’ of the ideas in this essay have been argued out with
her. She and another group member, Jeanne Sept, have done
the line illustrations.

The study of early evidence about human life bas come to
involve a goodly company ofdiverse international participants,
and there is a growing active involvement by young East Afri
can scientists. Not all ofones indebtedness to this community
can be individually acknowledged, brit without participation
in the netwotk of trusting exchange that these colleagues
support, one would not be in a position to offer a review such
as this one. 1 would single out J. Desmond Chtk and S.L.
Washburn as having been particularly influential in the devel
opment of my thoughts.

2 Awareness of a need to consider early horninid adaptive sys
tems as original and not simply as precutsors of the human
patterns, has been around for some time and growing (see Jane

Lancaster i968; Jolley 1970]. By the mid seventies it was begin
ning to guide research. Then in 1981 the issue was btought

dramatically to general attention by Lewis Binford’s book
‘Bones: Aiicient Men and Modern Myths’.

3 The once famous ‘Kajlian’ early stone age culture is now regard
cd as ofdubious validity. Most ofthe broken stones in the Kafu
gravels were probably the result of natutal fractutes (Bishop
1959].
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By contrast the early artifacts at Olduvai, Koobi Fora and the
Omo occur in fine grained sediments that are often devoid of
stones other than the dense concentrations of flaked stones.
Their artifactual sratus is qulte certain.

In this review 1 have used the early assembiages from Olduvai,
Koobi Fora and the Omo as the principal materials on which
to base my discussion. This leaves out ofaccount material from
Melka Kuntoure and Chesowanja which also derive from the
1.5 to z million year old time range. T have done this because
detailed reports on this important material are not yet availa
bie to me and T have not been able to study it personally. As far
as T am aware this material conforms in general to the features
discerned in the sites that are discussed, but doubtless the
monographic reporrs, when available will add valuable new
dimensions.

At Olduvai the situation is really more complex than is indicat—
cd hete. A range of rock types were available and the early
hominids showed changing patterns of preference eventually
involving transport ofsome stone over long distarices. This bas
been well reported in M.D. Leakey (1971) and by R.L. Hay (1976).

Choice and transport are topics to which a whole lecture could
be devoted.
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Figure 1. First encounters — Christopher Columbus reaches the edge of an unkr°’”
continent frorn an engraving by Theodor de Bry.



Figure z. Very early archaeological sites in Africa.
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A chrono[ogica chart of African archacoIogica sires known to be older than

700,000 7CStS. Sdecrcd, well dared Euro—Asiaric insranccs are also shown.
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EXCAVATION
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Figure
.

After erosion has cut Lnto ancient layers archaeologists can survey along the

outcrops seektng places where htgh densittes of artifacts are being exposed (top).

Characrenstically archaeologisrs excavare back inro the uneroded portion ofthe layer and

interpret the concentrations ofstones and bones that rhey uncovet as sires which formed

on arlcienr rand surfaces (below).

INTERPRETATION



A = arrifacrs ony
B = carcass ofa large animal p’us arrifact (= ‘bucchery’J
C = arrifaccs pins bones from different animal carcasses (= ‘camp’)
o = bones only (= ‘osceoiogicai sice’)
M = bones wirh curmarks bot no associaced arrifaccs

Figure 6. From observarions along outcrops and from excavacions archaeoiogists cao
infer rhe exisrence in iandscapes ofa miiiion years ago, ofrhe parrern represenced in this

block diagram. An arbicrary area of flood piain is shown. On ir is a scarrer of isolared
arrifaers and bones, plus eoneenrrarions of kinds: A, B, C, 0 and M. These are whar
arehaeoiogisrs eau sices.



Figure
.

A versatde, but opportunistic array of sharp edged forms two cores (Iowerj
and an assorrrnent offiakes and flake fragments from the KBS site at Koobi Fora (1,8 myaj.

Usual[y flakes and flake fragments outnumber cores more than 19 to 1. Drawn by
A.B Isaac.
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Figure 8. A simplified synopsis of information from fossils concerning human evolu—

tion: ony in the 0—4 million year old range are fossils identifiable as human ariCestotS

known. Pot this time range the center column shows rhat bipedalism was estabisd by

4 mya and did not undetgo impottant changes after thar. Berween and z mya fossils

give evidence of large toothed (left) small brained fotms (australopithecines). At about z

million years ago, some forrns began to show the start of ttends towards reduced

cheek-tooth size (left) and to enlarged bram size (right). At about z mya the sanJe Iayers

that contain fossds showing the statt of this trend, also contain the oldest known

artifacts.
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Figure 9. Neatly flaked pieces from 1.5 my old sites at Koobi Fora. These Karari scrapers
may have been deliberately designed tools — but it is also possible that they represent
fossihsed habits

— that is to say, that one orderly predictab[e way to generate a supply of
shatp edges was to keep knocking off flakes round the perimeter of a hemispherical
segment ofcobble. Drasvn byA.B. Isaac.)
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be a clue to the dynamic flow ofcarrying_making_using_carrying etc that tan across the
landscape, vith assembiages as fail-out. This histogram shows a real case of such
evidence at site FxJJ5o. (Torh in Bunn er al 1980.)
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Figure ii. At some sites, stones which were struck assunder i i/z to z nullion years ago,

can be partly fitted back rogethet agaLn. Here area set of flakes from the early stages of
mrnmlng a flat cobbie — the cobbie itself which had been formed into a core or a
‘chopper’ was taken away. The flakes were found as a cluster within site FxJj5o a well
preserved example ofa type C site (Bunn et al 1980). (AB. Isaac del.)



Hypothesis ‘X’

Hypothesis ‘z’
TRANSPORT

hominids
cut pieces 0ff
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AVOID COMPETITION

eating meat up trees

HOME BASE / CENTRAL PLACE

provisioning? Foodsharing?

Figure 12. Alternative hypotheses as to why concentrated patches of discarded artifacts
and broken up bones began to form 2 mya. X — carcasses are carried to places where srone
has been stockpiled (Potts 1982); Y — portions of carcasses were cut offwith flakes and
carried to sheltered places for sohrary consumption with more tools being made and
used in the area; Z — meat is carried back to particulat [sheltered) paces for at least parrly
collective consumption.
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FOOD ACUISITION MAKING WEAPONS
OThER TOOLS

* = Highly

= Highlr effective + known archaeological evidence

• = Sorne selected forins are usable

Tabe i. Some basic functions for tools and forms that make them possible. On the left
are natural, unshaped objects. On the right simple shaped objects.
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